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Communication Skills are Essential for Scientists 
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Effective 
communication 
is not just 
talking.

It’s strategic!
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Research

Observation

Analysis 

Experimentation

Logic



Science champions 
are self-aware and 
self-correcting
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How to 
Become
More
Self-Aware

Reflect On….
Conversation Style
Perceptiveness
Self-image
Ego
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Trial Identification 

“Being self-aware is more than 
just a think before you speak 
habit; rather, it is a strategic 
communications habit. It also 
sets up the opportunity for 
structured self-reflection.”
. Patrick Casement

Retired Psychotherapist
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Feedback from non-expert 
Trial run
Decision maker’s advisors
Mock Q&A
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Feedback from non-expert

Test language options 

Trial run

Decision maker’s advisors

Mock Q&A

How to 
Become
More
Self-Correcting
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Observe
Eye Contact
Facial

Body Position

Changes
Tone/Pace 

Expression



Solicit Candid Feedback

How did I come across?

Was my explanation clear?

What could I do next time to 

gain your support?
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Confident Humility

“Humility is not thinking less of 
yourself, it’s thinking of yourself less.” 

-C.S. Lewis
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Habits that Breed Confident Humility
Truthfully and confidently state your strengths 

Listen with the intent to understand, not reply

Remain open to feedback and learning

Contribute to the greater good 

Embrace and acknowledge failure

See the other side 



Paradigm

The sum of information 
that scientists associate 
with a topic
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For instance, Mid Ocean Ridge Basalt
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To me, Mid Ocean 
Ridge Basalt conveys 
the entire structure of 
the earth

Spreading ocean basins
Subduction zones 
consuming the crust
Volcanoes building new 
land
Grandeur of plate tectonics
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But for most 
people, rocks 
are something 
you find in a 
stream.
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When you don’t share a paradigm:

You don’t have the ability to understand the same things,
You don’t even have a framework for understanding,
You can’t translate the words.
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Core scientific 
knowledge

Acronyms 

Jargon

What’s Your Paradigm? 



How to Bridge Paradigm Gaps 

Use clear, common language

Anchor to an iconic analogy 

Use mixed phrasing for mixed audiences

Check for understanding 
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Endeavor Program 

Non-invasive 
method to 
measure 
pressure 
inside the 
head
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• 70 million traumatic brain injuries globally 
each year

• Risk of high pressure can lead to brain 
damage and death.  

• Monitoring pressure is crucial for 
diagnosis and treatment.

• Currently requires drilling a hole into the 
skull and placing a catheter in the brain.  

• We are creating a device to measure the 
pressure without surgery, making it more 
accessible for millions of people. 



Endeavor Program 

Build and 
extend a 
Smart Meter
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• Project involves designing and building 
an analogue front-end smart meter 
board with MSP430, Raspberry Pi zero 
w and LCD 1602.  

• The 24 bits Sigma-Delta ADC of 
MSP430 sample voltage and current 
signal and send the samples to Pi Zero 
through UART.  

• The samples are processed by Pi Zero 
to obtain the required information.  

• These results will be stored in a local 
database for further analysis and 
application. 



Iconic 
Analogy 
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Tau is a protein behind 9 
neurodegenerative diseases

When Tau mis-folds, the ends 
stick together like poorly 
handled tape



Iconic Analogy 



Who’s Listening 
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Understand 
Who’s Listening

What They Know
How they Prefer to 
Receive Information 
Introvert or Extrovert
Areas of Interest
Mindsets
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Research 
Your 
Listeners
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Google
Publications
Research Gate
Ask Others
Linked In
Twitter



Tailor Your Approach 

Provide materials to review 
in advance
Slow your pacing
Lower your volume
Don’t bring a crowd 
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Prefer conversation and 
dialogue about a topic
Match the energy
Think out loud together
Ask for feedback 

Introvert Extrovert



Tailor Your Approach 

Leverage staffers
Understand context for their 
decisions
Inform before you 
recommend
Ensure they have the ability 
to act
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Explain the problem your 
science solves
Focus on the business value
Reserve details for due 
diligence
Cover all the business plan 
topics

Policymaker Venture Capital Funder



Building Rapport
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MindTools 

The Power 
of Rapport
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Paves the way to influence, 
learn and teach.

People are more likely to 
accept your ideas, to share
information, and to create 
opportunities together.



Rapport 
Building 
Conversation 
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Show genuine interest 
Ask open-ended questions
Find common ground
Discuss a shared experience
Show empathy
Share a laugh



Aim to share as 
much as the other 
person so the 
conversation is 
equally matched. 
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Mirroring
and
Matching

33 Photo Kevin Thom 
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Try It – Rapport
Identify a prospective future funder who 
could make a small gift to support your work.  
1.Research them
2.Find common ground  



Fundamentals of 
Public Speaking
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Safe Place to Learn – Ground Rules 

Don’t compare yourself to others – Be your Best

You can “pass” on activities that feel uncomfortable

Applaud the efforts of others; support their learning

Laugh with others, not at them

Respect everyone here and after the workshop
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Trills
Yawning
Drills 

Speaking

Articulation 

Enunciation

Projection

Inflection 
37
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Bah dah, gah Pah, dah, gah

Boh doh, goh Poh, doh, goh

Boo doo, goo Poo, doo, goo

Bee dee, gee Pee, dee, gee
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Vocal Variety

“Pay attention to the way 
singers change pitch, 
volume, pace, and phrasing 
to carry the message behind 
the lyrics.”

Championing Science 
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Try It – Vocal Variety
.  1.Speak in an exaggerated monotone

2.Vary pace, pitch, volume to captivate 
your listeners.



Breath Control

Diaphragmatic 
breathing 
gives your 
voice more 
power



Delivery

• Proper Pacing
• Pausing/Silence 

Pacing and Pausing 
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Try It – Pausing 
Add deliberate pauses to your speech.
Identify places to pause for emphasis. 



Motion

Arms

Legs

Face



Gestures 
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Try It – Making
Conversational
Eye Contact

Practice delivering a line or two and 
shifting your glance to someone else 
nearby. 



Building Trust and 
Credibility
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Ways to 
Build Trust 
During a 
Presentation 
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Align your 
voice, 
gestures, 
and facial 
expressions 
with your
words 
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Alignment 
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One
Deep
Dive 
Builds 
Trust



The First Two 
Minutes 
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Make a strong 
first impression



Show Your Passion 
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Passion is Contagious 

“People imitate your emotions 
and feel your feelings. If you’re 
passionate about your topic, this 
excitement will be contagious for 
the audience. Don’t hold back.”

Susan Weinschenk
100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know about People
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Effective 
Opening 
Lines 
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Reveal interesting findings 
Ask a “What if you could” question
Make a prediction
Make a comparison to the past 
Show a sample or demonstration



Find Your Story 
I had zero chance of becoming an 
astronaut. Nada. 
Well, the teenage version of me didn’t. I 
didn’t pay attention in school, and I hated 
homework. Not the normal pathway to a 
career in space. 
Back in high school, no one would have 
thought I could become an engineer, 
Navy fighter pilot, astronaut and 
commander of the International Space 
Station. 
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Three Goals in 
Two Minutes 

Generate
Interest

Create
Connection 

Reason
to Care 

Topic

Emotion Engagement 
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Photo C. Dan Miller, USGS Cascade Observatory 1977
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Try It –
Opening Lines

Reveal findings 
Question
Prediction
Comparison
Story

Create two potential attention-getting 
opening lines.  Test with a partner and 
refine. 



Should you use humor?  

Need image of someone laughing 


